
Grade NTI Assignment

4th Grade (McClellen & Shearer)

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Shearer joy.shearer@fayette.kyschools.us 540-815-9845

McClellen stacie.mcclellen@fayette.kyschools.us 859-813-4048

DAY 1

€

€

€

€

:  Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reeding, Moth, Writing, Science or Social
Studies and AHPLs.

You must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of

20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies

30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day
Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed

Online users will only return this signed cover page

Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Science/Social

Studies

AHPL

Arts, Humanities.

PE, Library

Standards R.l.4.2. Analyze how the
centrol ideas are reflected

in a text, and cite relevant
implicit and explicit
evidence from the text.

KY.4.MD.4 Use dot plots to
onolyze doto to stotistico!
questions.

C.4.3 Compose norrotives.
using writing and digitol
resources, to develop reol
or imogined experiences
or multiple events or ideos,
using effective technique,
descriptive detoils ond
cleor sequences.

4-PS3-4 Energy: Apply
sdeniiiic ide^ to d^^.
fefrt, qnd reflrie a device
ftiijiCoriverts eriergy to
one form to another.

•See bingo boord

Paper
pencil
packet

Option A;

Read the song "Lean
on Me" then fill out

the central

idea/details graphic
organizer to write
complete sentences
about the central

idea of the song with
supporting details.

Option A:

Use the attached math

sheet lesson 28-exit

ticket to create a line

plot.

Option A:

In the spiral

notebook-Write, two

paragraphs
describing your
dream vacation.

•Make sure you use
RACE

Option A:

Do the attached

science worksheet

related to matter.

Option A:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,

cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back ot the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.



Grade NTI Assignment

4th Grade (McClellen & Shearer)

Online:

Work

done on

Google
should be

shared

doily

Option B:

Imagine Learning

Option B;

Success Maker

Math

Option B:

Make a Google slide.
On the slide, type
two paragraphs
describing your
dream vacation.

•Make sure you use

RACE

Option B:

.og into
Pebblego.com and
choose science then

select matter as the

topic. Read the
article and watch

the video. Then,

complete the
questions for
understanding by
downloading the
document and fill in.

Pebble go log in:
keep soaring
Password: eagles

Option B:

dch day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,
cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.

The back of the

chart also has

interesting websites
to visit.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for today.

Parent Guardian Signature



Grades 3-5!

I

Directions:
Each day, choose 1 activity below to complete. When completed, cross

out and have your parent sign on the block.

For PE, refer to back for extra instructions.
BONUS! If you complete all blocks, you will receive a prize!

LIBRARY

Create a comic
strip using

dialogue bubbles
about internet

safety. Include
beginning, middle,

and end.

PE

Stretching

Scoop and Ball
Creation

(second page)

ART

Draw a robot and

show what it can
do to help you in
your life. Write an
informational text

on how this helps
you and could help

others.

PE

Stretching

15 Sit-Ups and 5
Push-Ups

Jogging in place
for 60 sees, rest

for 60 sees,repeat
3 times.

MUSIC

Choose 3 house

hold items you can
use as instruments.

Compose a piece in
ABA form and per
form it for some

one in your family.

ART
Change the

world!

Create an inven

tion that will

help the world.
Draw lots of de

tails!

MUSIC
Write the word Tc.mpo.
Listen to a song. Every
time it gets faster, put a
plus sign; put a minus

if the tempo gets
slower. Do the same

with Dynamics (louder
and softer).

ic
LIBRARY

Create a joke book.
Write jokes on one

side of the paper and
write the punchline
on the back. If you
can, staple, tape, or
paperclip your joke

book together

ART
)raw yourself doing

your favorite
activity. Write an
opinion text about
why you like this

activity.

ART

If you were a
superhero, what
would be your
super power?

Draw yourself in
ACTION!

LIBRARY

interview a grown-up
about school when

they were younger.
(Teachers, home
work, recess, and
consequences).

Compare/contrast
with a Venn diagram.

MUSIC
Create new items

for the Rock,
Paper, Scissors
game. Each item

can defeat one item

AND can be de

feated by one item.
Play the game!

PE

Stretching

Planks 20 seconds
each

Rolls and

Cartwheels

(second page)

PE

Stretching

Outdoor sports and
activities

(second page)



Virtual Vacations

Take a virtual vacation to any of these exciting destinations! Explore interesting information and maybe even develop some
skills!

Music Websites: lncredibox.com, Sfskids.org, Dariamusic.com, Nyphiikids.org, Datadragon.com (click "learn and hear about
different instruments," then click on an instrument family at the bottom), Creatingmusic.com, Classicsforkids.com

Library Websites: Storyiineonline.com, ryanandcraig.com/read-aiouds, Dogonews.com, Xyza.com, Voki.com,
Storyboardthat.com, Makebeiiefscomix.com, Sandiegozoo.com

Art Websites: Artforkidshub.com, cassiestephens.biogspot.com

PE Detailed Instructions

1. PEdayl (Detailed)

a. Stretching-Arm circles, shoulder shrugs, side lunges, pull one leg back, hurdle stretch(slttlng on floor), butterfly

b. SIt-ups and push ups, (wedge feet under couch If needed)

c. Jog In place for 60 seconds followed by resting for 60 seconds (repeat 3 times)

Digital Addition: "hamster dance* on youtube: httos://www.voutube.com/watch?v=5C9LI3U66Gw

2. PEdayZ

a. Stretching-Arm drdes, shoulder shrugs, side lunges, pull one leg back, hurdle stretch(sitting on floor), butterfly

b. Locomotors-15 seconds of jogging, galloping, sliding, skipping, leaping

c. Animal movements-ln an open space perform: bear walk, crap walk, alligator crawl, frog jumps, rabbit run, puppy dog walk, and alligator rolls. Do

each for 20 seconds, followed by 10 seconds or resting. Digital Addition: "Do the Monkey" on Youtube

httDs://www.voutu be.com/watch ?v=KDdRc9L97TY

3. PEday3

a. Stretching-Arm drdes, shoulder shrugs, side lunges, pull one leg back, hurdle stretch on floor, butterfly

b. Jumping jacks-perform 15 jumping followed by counting to 30. Repeat for a total of 60 jumping jacks.

c. Rocking and rolling- on a soft surface lay on back, bring knees and chin to chest Lock your hands In front of your shins and rock back and forth

staying as round as possible

d. Forward roll- practice the frog roll on asoft surface-(sit like a frog, chin to chest, head through legs, tip over. Digital Addition: Just Dance "who let the
'  dogs out" on Youtube httDs://www.voutubacom/watch?v=oAFzBJ3H3o<:

1. PE day 1 Intermediate (detailed)

a. Stretching-Arm drdes, shoulder shrugs, side lunges, pull one leg back, hurdle stretch (sitting on floor), butterfly

b. Scoop and ball creation and play-Scoop; Using an empty gallon milk jug or laundry detergent gut out the bottom using a pair of scissors. Rinse out to

remove milk smell or leftover detergent Tape Ball: use old newspapers, magazines, or Junk mall crumple up multiple pieces Into a tight ball about

the size of a baseball. Cover paper ball with Duct tape.

Play. Hold the scoop with your non dominant (weaker hand) using the handle with the cut-out side facing up. Throw the bail with your dominant

(writing, drawing) hand up in the air and catch with the scoop. You are using the scoop like a baseball glove (throw with dominant, catch with non-

dominant) Additionally, you can create a second scoop ad create a scoop and have a game of catch with a partner.

Digital Addition: Just dance "The Power" on Youtube httDs://www.voutube.com/watch?v=f3XvYOUTU4

2. PE day 2 Intermediate (detailed)

a. Stretching-Arm circles, shoulder shrugs, side lunges, pull one leg back, hurdle stretch (sitting on floor), butterfly

b. Sit-ups and push ups, (wedge feet under couch if needed)

c. Jog In place for 60 seconds followed by resting for 60 seconds (repeat 3 times)

Digital Addition: Just dance "Kiss You" on Youtube httos://www.voutube.com/watch?v=dwdCNhriieM

3. PE day 3 Intermediate (detailed)

a. Stretching-Arm circles, shoulder shrugs, side lunges, pull one leg back, hurdle stretch (sitting on floor), butterfly
b. Planks - 20 seconds each (forearms and feet, one leg up, other leg up, on leg and one hand up. Perform these facing up and facing down. Rest for 20

seconds In between each plank.

c  Rolls and cartwheels- on a soft surface practice the following forward rolls and cartwheels

Frog roll, tuck roll, forward roll walkout, scale forward roll, straddle roll. For the cartwheel focus on "hand hand, foot foot" starting facing one
direction and ending fadng the other direction.

Digital Addition: Just dance "Nltro Sot" on Youtube httos://www.voutube.com/watch?v=ulxcU4RoWrE
4. PE day 4 Intermediate (detailed)

a. Stretching-Arm circles, shoulder shrugs, side lunges, pull one leg back, hurdle stretch (sitting on floor), butterfly
b. Outdoor sports of choice: play basketball, soccer, rope Jumping, family tag game, bike riding, outdoor jogging, baseball catch, touch football or beach

ball volleyball

Digital Addition: Just dance "What makes you Beautiful" on Youtube httos://www.voutube.com/watch?v=UQr79v06DoU



Lean On Me

Words and Music by Bill Withers

Sometimes in our lives

We all have pain, we all have sorrow.
But if we are wise,
We know that there's always tomorrow.

Lean on me when you're not strong
I'll be yom fiiend, I'll help you carry on
For it won't be long
'Til I'm gonna need somebody to lean on.

Please swallow your pride
If I have things you need to borrow
For no one can fill those of your needs
That you won't let show.

You just call on me, brother, when you need a hand
We all need somebody to lean on.
I just might have a problem that you'll understand.
We all need somebody to lean on.

Lean on me when you're not strong
And I'll be your fnend I'll help you carry on
For it won't be long
'Til I'm gonna need somebody to lean on

You just call on me, brother, when you need a hand
We all need somebody to lean on.
I just might have a problem that you'll understand.
We all need somebody to lean on.

If there is a load

You have to bear

That you can't carry
I'm right up the road
I'll share your load
If you just call me.

Call me if you need a fiiend
Call me, call me, uh-huh
Call me when you need a fiiend
Call me if you ever need a friend
Call me, call me
Call me, call me
Call me, call me
Call me, call me
Call me if you need a friend
Call me, call me

Call me, call me
Call me, call me
Call me, call me
Call me

Music

Original (B. Withers version):
https://www.youtube.coTn/watch7v~59COFjB6Sk
Remake (Club Nouveau)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhwiYThNZDM
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NYS COMMON CORE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM Lesson 28 Exit Ticket

Name Date

Mr. O'Neil asked his students to record the length of time they
read over the weekend. The times are listed in the table.

1. At the bottom of the page, make a line plot of the data.

2. One of the students read - hour on Friday, - hour on Saturday,

and - hour on Sunday. How many hours did that student read

over the weekend? Name that student.

Student
Length of time

(in hours)

Robin
1

2

Bill 1

Katrina
3

4

Kelly
3

Mary
1

^2

Gail
1

Scott
3

^4

Ben
2

COMMON
CORE'

Lesson 28:

Date:

Solve word problems with line plots.

10/20/14

O 2014 common COfo, I nc. Some rights roscived. aKitmonooreofg

engage
ny

This work is lieensod under a

Crootlvo Conwnont Altrihmien-NonCninmnrdal-SlviniAIIhe 3.0 Unpcrtod I iromn

s^M

-'■-trt?-.
■■34



Name

Matter

1. What is motter?

2. Think about an orange. Describe four of its physical properties.

Which has more mass—a potato or o potato chip? Explain.

Look at the pictures. Circle the picture that has the greatest volume. Explain
your choice.

1. Whcii uie ihe ihiee slates of mottec? Give un example of euch.

2. Look at the pictures in Day 2. What do they show about one property of a
liquid?

Label each property with S for solid, L for liquid, or G for gas to identify the state of
matter it describes. Some properties may describe more than one state of matter.

1. It changes shape easily.

2. Its particles expand to fit the entire container.

3. It does not flow or compress.

H. It takes up space and has mass.

5. Its particles move around but hold on to each other (surface tension).



Grade NTI Assignment

4th Grade (McClellen & Shearer)

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
8:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Shearer joy.shearer@fayette.kyschools.us 540-815-9845

McClellen stacie.mcclellen@fayette.kyschools.us 859-813-4048

DAY

€

€

€

€

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science or Social
Studies and AHPLs.

You must hove a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of

20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies

30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day

Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed

Online users will only return this signed cover page

Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Science/Social
Studies

AHPL

Arts, Humanities.
PE, Library

Stor.darcij;'''-.4.3 Describe in depth a
choracter's thoughts,
iwofds end/or actions, the

KY.4.NBT.6 Divide up to four-
digit dividends by one digit
divisors.

setting or events in a story
or drama, drawing on
specific details to analyze
their interaction over the

course of the text.

C.4.3 Produce clear and

coherent writing in which
the development and
organization are
appropriate to tosic,
purpose and audience.

•See bingo txjord

4-PS-1-Energy: Use

evidence to construct an

explanation relating the

speed of an object to the

energy of that object.

r-aper

pencil
packet

Option A:

Read the text "A Hug
in a Box." Then,

complete the
extended response
questions related to
the text on the

attached lined

paper. 'Make sure
you hove at least 2
paragraphs and use
RACE to answer the

questions.

Option A:

Complete the color by
number related to

division.

Option A;
After reading the text
"A Hug in a Box."
Then, complete the

extended response
questions related to
the text on the

attached lined

paper. "Make sure
you have at least 2
paragraphs and use
RACE to onsv/er the

questions.

Option A:

Do the attached

science worksheet

related to energy.

Option A:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,

cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back of the Special

Area Chart for

further instructions.



Grade NTI Assignment

4th Grade (McClellen & Shearer)

Online: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:

Work

done on Imagine Learning Success Maker Create a Google Log into Each day, choose

Google Math Doc. In the Pebblego.com and 1 activity on the

should be document type, two choose science then Special Area Chart

shared paragraphs about select energy as the to complete.

doily how you would save topic. Read the When completed.

a lost kitten and help article and watch cross out that block

it find a new home. the video. Then, and have your

•Moke sure you use complete the parent sign it. For
RACE questions for P.E., refer to the

understanding by bock of the Special
downloading the Area Chart for

document and fill in. further instructions.

Pebble go log in: The bock of the

keep soaring chart also has

Password: eagles interesting websites
to visit.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature



Name

A Hug in a Box

The Herrera family was having a discussion. Cousin Flora was a soldier
serving overseas, and the family wanted to let her know they were thinking

of her. They were already sending a weekly email that updated Flora on
family news, but they wanted to do more.

Dorinda asked if Flora could receive regular mail. "I love to get cards and

packages in the mail, and I bet Flora would love to get mail, too!' Dorinda
said excitedly.

Mrs. Herrera answered that th^ could mail things to Flora. 'In fact, we

could put together a box of things that would remind Flora of home. Boxes

like that are called care packages," Mrs. Herrera added.

'What kinds of things could we put in the box?' asked Matias. 'We should

put in things that she can't get over there. We want to nil the box with great

things so she knows that we care.'

Mr. Herrera su^ested they look online for ideas, and they foimd a Web site

that listed items often included in care packages for soldiers.

'When Flora gets this package, she
will be as happy as a lark!' Dorinda

exclaimed. '1 can't wait to buy things

Matias was quiet for a minute, and ^
then he said, '1 think that other

soldiers would enjoy care packages,
too. Could we send packages to lots of



Name *

Mrs. Herrera told Matias that she liked the idea, but sending majny care
packages would be expensive. Matias wilted in defeat, but after a few
minutes he became excited again. He suggested they tell other families in
the nei^borhood about their idea. M^be other families would be able to
send a care package to a soldier, and then lots of soldiers would know
people care about them.

Mr. Herrera hugged his son and praised his idea. Just then Dorinda had a
concern that struck like a bolt of lightning. How would they get the names
and addresses of other soldiers? They decided to ask Flora for the names of
some other soldiers serving with her.

The family spent the rest of the afternoon working on the plan. Mr. Herrera
and Dorinda made fliers e3q>laining their project. They printed the fliers
and handed them to their neighbors. Mrs. Herrera and Matias made a list of
the items they wanted to put in Flora's care package, and then they emailed
her to ask for the names of the soldiers serving with her. The next day, the
family went shopping for items, and when they got home, they put Flora's

package together and mailed it

A few weeks went by. One afternoon, Mr. Herrera opened an email from
Flora that said she had received the care package. "Thanks so much for the
hug in a box," wrote Flora. "I cannot thank you enough for your affection.
These reminders of home really brightened my day, and some of my fellow
soldiers have received packages from your kind neighbors, as well. Thank
you for all that you have done!"

RL4.3 Extended Response;

How do Matias's reactions change when Mrs. Herrera said it was too expensive to send many care
packages? Why does he react in these ways? Use specific details from the passage in your
response.
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Week #9

1. What is energy?

2. Describe three ways you use energy in your everyday life.
: o
! O
•<

Draw a line to match each term with its meaning.

1. energy the energy of an object because it is moving

potontiul energy the energy caused by a chemical change

3. kinetic ei iergy the ability to do work

rriechanicol energy tl'ie energy of moiion

5. electrical enerov the energy that on object has because of its position

6. chemical energy the energy caused by the flow of electricity

o

1. Think about a car on a roller coaster. Label the picture to create a diagram for
a passage about energy. Write P where the greatest potential energy will be for
the car. Write K where the greatest, kinetic energy will be for the car.

i o
I ° 11
I ■< I
' OJ

Write true or false.

1. Th

2. Er

There are only three types of energy.

Energy can come in several forms from the some source.

Eating food gives humans and animals energy.

Throwing a ball is an example of potential energy.

Energy is the ability to do work.

Sound is not a form of energy.

© Carson-Dellosa • CD-10t815



Grade NT! Assignment

4th Grade (McClellen & Shearer}

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
8:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Shearer joy.shearer@fayette.kyschools.us 540-815-9845

McClellen stacie.nncclellen@fayette.kyschools.us 859-813-4048

DAY.

€

€

€

€

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Moth, Writing, Science or Social

Studies and AHPLs.

You must hove a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of
20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies

-  30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day
Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed
Online users will only return this signed cover page

Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Math Writing Science/Social

Studies

AHPL

Arts, Humanities,

PE, Library ■

Standards R.l.4.2. Analyze how the
central ideas ore reflected

in a text, and cite relevant

implicit and explicit
evidence trom the text.

KY.4.NBT.4 Ruently add and
subtract multi-digit wnole
numbers using an aigorithm.

C.4.3 Produce clear and

coherent voting in which
the development and
organization are
appropriate to task,
purpose and audience.

•See bingo board

|-RS3r^irtei|^
Ask questions and piecDct
outcdhni« dbbtri the
changes In enejigy that
ocoirwhen objet^
coDMe. .

Paper
pencil
packet

Option A:

Read the book L
Matthew Henson and

then fill in the graphic
organizer about the
main idea with

supporting details.
Make sure you use
complete sentences.

Option A:

Complete the
worksheet "Oh, What's

the Difference" related

to subtraction.

Option A:

Complete the fossil
page "Fossil
Discovery" by
responding to the
prompt: pretend that
you ore a shell fossil.
You ore the remains

of an extinct sea

animal. Tell the story
of how you come to
be at the top of a
mountain. Write two

paragraphs using
RACE.

Option A:

Do the attached

science worksheet

related to force and

motion.

Option A:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,
cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

bock of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.



Grade NTI Assignment

A\h Grade (McClellen & Stiearer)

Online:

Work

done on

Google
should be

shared

doily

Option B:

Inriogine Learning

Option B:

Success Maker

Math

Option B:

In a Google
Document, Write two

paragraphs
responding to the
following prompt:
pretend that you are
a shell fossil. You are

the remains of an

extinct sea animal.

Tell the story of how
you came to be at

the top of a
mountain. Hint:

Layers of sediment
built up on the
ocean floor for many
years. When the
layers were pushed
up by the moving
continents, they
became mountains.

Option B:

Log into
Pebblego.com and
choose science then

select force and

motion as the topic.
Read the article and

watch the video.

Then, complete the

questions for
understanding by
downloading the
document and fill in.

Pebble go log in:
keep soaring
Password: eagles

Option B:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,

cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.

The back of the

chart also has

interesting websites
to visit.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for

today.

Parent Guardian Signature



Lifted

Detail #3

Detail #4

Detail #5

Detail #2

Deta #1

Detail #6

Detail #7

. Determine a theme of a story, drama, or : ; from details in the text; summarize the text.
CCSS.ELA-Llteracv.RL.5.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or | , from dec i i the text. Including how ch.ti icters In a story or drama respond to challenges or how the speaker
In a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize the text.
CCSS.El-A-Llteracv.RL.6.2 Determine a theme or central Idea of a text and how li ,

Vnriiirinmpnts.
'eyed through particular : , provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions



SKILL: Subtracting Whole Numbers

Name(s):

Oh, What's the
Difference?
You'll see the difference when you solve three

subtraction problems and get TIc-Tac-Math!

V

'Q.0^

- >"5

825

-58

Sabrino won the big prize in a

raffle—$450! She spent $338 of

ft on o GomeStotion 3 system

and video games. How much

money did Sabrina hove left

after that?

1,600

-443

Isabella had o bake sale. In

one hour, Isabella has sold

109 of her 567 ultra-fudge-

chip cupcakes. How many

cupcakes does Isabella

have left?

67,312

- 38,350

The Ortiz family were driving

from their house to their

friends' house 398 miles away,

After 119 miles, they took a

break for lunch. How many

more miles did they have to

drive to get to their friends?

.

r:

In the summer, all of Dennis's

freckles came out. He had a

total of 702 freckles. In the

winter, his mom counted 589

freckles, How many more

freckles did Dennis hove in the

summer than in the winter?

Caroline wanted to make

the world's largest

chocolate-chip cookie with

72,390 chips in it. But she ran

out of chips after she hod

used 55,431. How many

more chocolate chips does

she need to buy?

Tabitha hod 90,002 N&N

chocolate candles. Her brother

snuck into her room and ate

1,735 of them! How many

candles were left?

;20!
Scholostic • Tic-TaoMath: Grodes 5 & Up

I'v iri I'tiinmiiiiHiiriilC iliTiiifiiT |iii i"' I I I I I I .
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SKILL: Adding Whole Numbers

Name(s):

Let's Have
''Sum" Ftm!
Sum up three addition problems to get
Tlc-Toc-Moth!

7,532

+ 3,269

18,475

+ 3,941

38,238

+ 37,882

741,508

+ 20,676

89,429

+ 65,752

3,813,455

+ 794,567

May DeSpiosh surfed on

11,832 waves one summer,

and 34,729 the next summer.

How many waves did she surf

on in both summers?

Sandy Beach had 57,385

visitors one year, 49,275

the next, and 53,658 the

next. How many visitors

did Sandy Beach have

in ail three years?

Jose ioves to read books. He

read books that were 449

pages, 764 pages, 502 pages,

and 393 pages this summer.

How many pages is that in all?

Scholastic • Tic-TocMath: Grades 5 & Up



Name

Force and Motion

1. What is a force?

2. Name three ways that a force can affect an object.

Write the word that completes each sentence.
1. A leaf falls off a tree because of the force of

2. A soccer ball slows down and stops rolling because of the force of

3. A book will stay on o table until it is picked up because of
Answer the question. Then, discuss your answer with a partner.

How would you explain to your frierid why 11 is fiurder to walk up the stairs than
to walk down them?

hj

Write true or false.

.A moving object will always move in a circle.

. A force will make a moving object slow down or stop.

.An object that is not moving can sometimes move by itself.

.All objects have the ability to stay at rest or move.

.When a force is applied to an object, the object pushes back with the
same amount of force.

CO

1. Ella used a spring scale to measure the force of several objects. Object A had a
force of 5 newtons (N). Object B had a force 6 times as large as Object A. What
was the force of Object B?

© Carson-Dellosa • CD-10M815



Grade NTi Assignment

4th Grade (McClellen & Shearer)

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
8:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Shearer joy.shearer@fayette.kyschools,us 540-815-9845

McClellen stacie.nncclellen@fayette.kyschools.us 859-813-4048

DAY.

6

€

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science or Social
Studies and AHPLs.

You must have a total of 90 minufes daily consisfing of
20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies

-  30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day
''arent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed
J^ ̂ iine users will only return this signed cover page
- jcket workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Math Writing Science/Social
Studies

AHPL

Arts, Humanities,

PE, Library
Standards Rl.4.1 Refer to details and

examples in a text wtnen
explaining what the text
says explicitly and when
dr-wing "■ .^fences tram

ext.

KY.4.NBT.5 Multiply whale
numbers up la four up la tour
digit number by a one-digit
number or two digit number
by two digit number.

C.4.3 Compose narratives,
using writing and digital
resources, to develop real
or imagined experiences
or multiple events or ideas,
using ettective technique,
descriptive details and
clear sequences.

4-PS3-2 Energy
Make observations to
provide evidence that
energy •.on be transferred
from p ■ e to place by
sound. . jht, heat, and
electric currents.

•See bingo board

Paper
pencil
packet

Opfion A:

Read "Jamesfown
Colony" passage and
answer fhe six
questions that are
related fo this text.

Opfion A:

Color by number
regrouping with
multiplication red rows

Option A;

After reading
"Jamestown
Colony", passage
respond to the
prompt in your
joumol: Pretend you
ore a colonist - What
would your life be
like? Describe your
daily life as a
colonist. Then
compare and
contrast it from your
life now in 2020. You
should write 2-3
paragraphs using
RACE.

Option A:

Do the attached
science worksheet
related to sound.

Opfion A:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,
cross out that block
and have your
parent sign if. For
P.E., refer fo the
bock of fhe Special
Area Chart for
further instructions.



Grade NTI Assignment

4tli Grade (McClelien & Sliearer]

Online: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:

Work

done on Imagine Learning Success Maker In a Google Log into Each day, choose
Google Math Document, type two Pebblego.com and 1 activity on the

should be paragraphs choose science then Special Area Chart
shared responding to the select sound as the to complete.

dolly following prompt: topic. Read the When completed.

Pretend you are a article and watch cross out that block

colonist - What the video. Then, and have your
would your life be complete the parent sign it. For
like? Describe your questions tor P.E., refer fo the

daily life as a understanding by back of the Special
colonist. Then downloading the Area Chart for

compare and document and fill in. further instructions.

contrast it from your Pebble go log in: The bock of the

life now in 2020. keep soaring chart also has

Password: eagles interesting websites
to visit.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature
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Jamestown Colony

In 1607, King Jannes I of England gave the Virginia Company money to start
i * another colony in North America. They wanted to prevent Spain from claiming

land in the New World, find gold, and find a short cut to Asia.

The Virginia Company was a group ot wealthy investors. The company took men
/« who were escaping death and looking tor an adventure. The Virginia Company

sent 105 men and boys to the Chesapeake Bay area in Virginia. They named their
settlement Jamestown in honor ot the King.

 Captain Christopher Newport was in charge ot the three ships going to Jamestown
called the ships Susan Constant, Godspeed, and Discovery. The trip took five
months to sail across the ocean. Many ot the gentlemen on board were so
seasick.

On May 14, 1607, the Virginia Company established the first permanent English
colony along the James River in Virginia. Edward Maria Wingfield was the first
governor the colony. He allowed most ot the men to search tor gold instead ot

' * setting up the settlement.

The local Native Americans were the Powhatan. The Natives became angry
because to many people were hunting in their forest. The Natives attacked the

/ * Englishmen many times.

The colonists finally built a palisade to protect themselves. The cannons from the
ships were mounted inside the palisade.

Mistress Forest and Anne Surras, arrived in Jamestown on the second supply ship
from England in 1608. They were the first women brought to Jamestown. Anne
Burros married John Loydon and they had the first English baby born in North

t * America. The baby was named Virginia.

In January ot 1608, many men became extremely ill. Most ot the men were too ill
to work, hunt, or fish. The food supply ran out. Only 60 out ot 214 settlers survived.
With the help from Captain Smitti, the Powhatans brought food to trade with the
Englishmen.

In August 1609, Captain Smith left Jamestown and sailed back to England
<» because he was seriously injured while on a scouting expedition.
/ V

t \

^ I The "Staving Time", occurred during the winter ot 1609-1610. The Indians stopped
'' trading with the colony. Only 60 ot the 500 colonists sun/ived that winter.

In 1619, ninety women and the first African captives came to the colonies.

The Virginia Company started to lose money due to the continuing attacks, so King James
cancelled the company's charter.

CCCCCC CCCCCC CCCCCC CCCCCC CCCCCC



1. Who is the Virginia Company?

Three ships going to Jamestown

A group of wealthy investors

© local Native Americans

© First African captives

2. Why did the Virginia Company name their

settlement Jamestown?

3. Why were the local Native Americans called

3r "; , ith the colonists?

ir iir homes

© the colonists wanted to name themselves
Powhatan too

- many people were hunting their forests

© they took their money

4. How did the colonists protect themselves

from the Powhatan Native American tribe?

5. What year did many colonists become

extremely ill?

January 1990

© January 1908

© January 1609

© January 1608

6. When did the "starving time" take place?



Name: Date:

Regrouping with Multiplication Red Rose

77 83 95 75 95 94 63 86 68 95

2L8 x8 x8 x_7 x5 x6 x8 2(9 2L9 2L7

90 78 89 36 89 30 75 69 82 89

2L7 2L8 x6 2L8 X 3 x9 >l5 X 6 2(9 2(8

94 77 59 68 27 93 84

xl X 6 x5 x4 x8 2(5 2L8

85 62 46 50 34 55 76 93

2L8 >lZ x6 x8 x2 X 6 X 6 2L8

73 99 99 84 81 59 90

X 5 X 3 X 3 x4 2(7 2(7

oc 85 59 26 69 51 75 57 82 94

x8 xS x8 xl xl X 5 x4 2(8 2L8 2(7

81 88 98 85 50 61 74 86 83 79

x3 x3 xS X 6 V. C
/V ̂ x4 x6 x5 2(7 2L8

80 97 87 90 87 68 28 26 31 73

x8 x9 x8 x2 X 5 x8 X 5 X 5 x6 x6

82 89 81 69 36 39 32 64 94 90

x8 x9 x7 x3 x2 X 5 2(8 X 5 2(7

97 95 67 79 56 95 19 94 85 86

xZ x8 x9 x9 x8 X 6j  x3 X 6 2L9 2L7

Key:

From 1 to 200 Green

From 201-400 Dark Red

From 401-600 Black

From 601-800 Blue *Blank squares are red

Page 50 www.coloringsquared.com



Name !

Sound

Look at the graph. Then; answer the questions.

Speed of Sound
Materials

Air

Water

Aluminum

Wood I I I
0  500 1.000 1.500 2,000 2,500 3.000 3,500 4,000 4,500 5.000 5,500

Distance Traveled In 1 second (in m)

1. Through which states of matter can sound travel?

2. Of the materials on the graph, through which does sound travel the fastest?

3. Why might sound travel more quickly through aluminum than air?

If you wanted to use one of the materials above to soundproof a room, which would
you choose? Explain.

About how far would sound travel in one minute through each material? Complete the
chart.

Material

Air

Water

Aluminum

Wood

Distance in

1 second* (In m)

3H0

mo

5,100

3,850

Distance in

1 minute (in m)

♦Distances ore rounded to the nearest 10.

CD-104815 • © Carson-Delloso



Grade NTi Assignment

4th Grade (McClelien & Shearer)

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
8:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Shearer joy.shearer@fayette.kyschools.us 540-815-9845

McClelien stacle.mcclellen@fayette.kyschools.us 859-813-4048

DAY

€

€

€

€

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Moth, Writing, Science or Social
Studies and AHPLs.

You must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of

20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies

30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day
Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed

Online users will only this signed cover page

Packet workers neea to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Sclence/Socio

I Studies

AHPL

Arts, Humanities,

PE, Library
Standards RL.4.3 Describe in

depth a character's
thoughts, words
and/or actions, the

setting or events in a
story or drama,
drawing on specific
details to c-alyze
their interociion

over the course of

the text.

4.NBT.1 Recognize in a
multi-digit whole
number, a digit in one
place represent ten
times what is represents
in the place to its right.

C.4.3 Produce dear

and coherent writing
in which the

development and
organization are
appropriate to task,
purpose and
audience.

4-l.Sl-l From

Molecules to

Organisms: Structures

•See bingo iDoord

and Processes

Construct on

argument that plants
and animals have

internal and external

structures that

function to support
survival, growth,
behavior, and

reproduction.
Performance

Expectation

Paper

pencil
packet

Option A;

Read the book

Grace for

President and

then answer the

questions from
the packet
"Digging
Deeper."

Option A:

Complete Lesson #
6 homework

Option A:

After reading the
book

Grace for

President

compare and
contrast the two

characters Grace

and Thomas in

the

compare/contras
t graphic
organizer

Option A:

Do the attached

science

worksheet

related to

adaptations.

Option A:

Each day, choose 1
activity on the Special
Area Chart to

complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and have

your parent sign it.
For P.E., refer to the

bock of the Special
Area Chart for further

instructions.



Grade NTI Assignment

4th Grade (AAcClellen & Shearer)

Online:

Work done

on Google
should be

shared

doily

Option B:

Imagine
Learning

Option B:

Success Maker

Math

Option B:

After reading the
book

Grace for

President create

a google doc to
compare and
contrast the two

characters Grace

and Thomas. You

con listen to a

copy of the book
on Youtube:

httDs://www.vout

ube.com/watch?

v=a2DUZDaLhfE

Option B:

Pebblego.com
and choose

science then

select

adaptations as

the topic. Read
the article and

watch the video.

Then, complete
the questions for
understanding by
downloading the
document and fill

in. Pebble go log
in: keep soaring
Password: eagles

Option B:

Each day, choose 1
activity on the Special
Area Chart to

complete. When

completed, cross out
that block and have

your parent sign it.
For P.E., refer to the

bock of the Special
Area Chart for further

instructions.

The bock of the chart

also has interesting
websites to visit.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for

today.

Parent Guardian Signature



i aMce K PRe5ii)eNt
tUiPucc/tio-

Name.

Why was Grace so upset at
the beginning of the story?

2. Grace decided to run for

school president List 2 things
she did to encourage the
students to vote for her

a

b  —
3. What hapiDened in the end?

4. Who would you vote for?
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3. Fill in the empty boxes to complete the patterns.

145,555 147,555 149,555

Explain in pictures, numbers, or words how you found your answers.

764,321 774,321 804,321

Explain in pictures, numbers, or words how you found your answers.

125,876 225,876 425,876

Explain in pictures, numbers, or words how you found your answers.

254,445 224,445

Explain in pictures, numbers, or words how you found your answers.

214,445

4. In 2012, Charlie earned an annual salary of $54,098. At the beginning of 2013, Charlie's annual salary was

raised by $10,000. How much money will Charlie earn in 2013? Use pictures, words, or numbers to

explain your thinking.

c
CORE

Lesson 6: Find 1,10, and 100 thousand more and less than a given number..

Date: 8/19/14

19 liMnMd undar a

engage



mw^i. essoh 6 Homew

■
1. Label the place value chart. Use place value disks to find the sum or difference. Write the answer In

standard form on the line.

a. 100,000 less than five hundred sixty thousand, three hundred thirteen is.

b. Ten thousand more than 300,000 + 90,000 + 5,000 + 40 is

c. 447,077 is than 347,077.

2. Fill in the blank for each equation:

a. 100.000 + 76.960 = b. 13,097 - 1,000 = _

r. 849.000-10.000 = d. 442,210+10,000

p. 172.090=171.090 + f. 854,121 = 954,121

L««son 6: Find 1,10, and 100 thousand more and less than a given number.. -

Date: 8/19/14 eXlQBgB



Week #20 Assessment

Adaptation
Answer the questions.

1. Draw a picture to support a report about camouflage. Write a caption for the picture

A brown beui uno" a squit rei beiong to different species. Yet. they have several
adaptations that are the same. Identify one structural and one behavioral adaptation
showing how they are alike. Then, explain how each adaptation helps them.

3. What is one inference that you can make based on the adaptations you named in
Question 2?

H. Look at the illustration. What are two adaptations that help this organism live in its
environment? Explain.

EM 4.RL1. q.RI.7. 4.W.2, 4.SL.5. 4.L.6
CD-104815 • © Corson-Delloso



Grade NTI Assignment

4th Grade (McClellen & Shearer)

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
8:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Shearer joy.shearer@fayette.kyschools.us 540-815-9845

McClellen stacie.mcclellen@fayette.kyschools.us 859-813-4048

DAY

e

€

€

€

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science or Social

Studies and AHPLs.

cu must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of
20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies

30 minutes AHPLs

Lircie the option you select each day

Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed

Online users will only return this signed cover page

Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Math Writing Science/Social

Studies

AHPL

Arts, Humanities,

PE, Library
Standards Rl.4.1 Refer fo details and

examples in a text when
explaining whof the text
says explicitly and when
drawing inferences from
the text.

KY.4.NF.6 Use decimal

notation tor fractions with

denominators 10 or 100.

C.4.3 Compose narratives,
using writing and digital
resources, to develop real
or imagined experiences
or multiple events or ideas,
using effective technique,
descriptive details and
clear sequences.

'See bingo board

4-ESS2-1 Earth's Systems

Make observations and/or

measurements to provide
evidence of the ettects of

weathering or the rote of
erosion by water, ice,
wind, or vegetation.

Paper
pencil
packet

Option A:

Read the text

"George Washington"
passage and then
answer the questions
after reading the text.

Option A:

Complete the color by
number hot air balloon

activity

Option A:

Write a narrative to

develop real or
imagined
experiences or

events if you were
George Washington.
Write 2-3 paragraphs.

Option A:

Do the attached

science worksheet

related to erosion.

Option A:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the

Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,
cross out that block

and have your

parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.



Grade NTI Assignment

4tii Grade (McClellen & Stiearer)

Online:

Work

done on

Google
should be

shared

doily

Option B:

Imagine Learning

Option B:

Success Maker

Math

Option B:

In a Google
Document, type a

narrative to develop

real or imagined
experiences or
events if you were
George Washington.
Type 2-3 paragraphs.

Option B:

Pebblego.com and
choose science then

select erosion as the

topic. Read the
article and watch

the video. Then,

complete the
questions for
understanding by
downloading the
document and filling
in. Pebble go log in:
keep soaring
Password: eagles

Option B:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,
cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

bock of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.

The bock of the

chart also has

interesting websites
to visit.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature



Lexile Level 580L

DRA Level 28*

George Wosh/ng'Von
George Washington was the first president of the United States. He is also
one of the most popular presidents. The people call him the father of our
country. Let's learn more obout the life of our first president.

Too Cool For School

George Washington was born on Februory 22, 1732. He was born in Virginia.
George had nine brothers and sisters. His dad was a former and had some
plantations.

George didn't go to a school. His father and brother taught him until he
turned eleven. George Washington also did not go to college. He then joined
the British Royal Navy when he was just fourteen yeors old. Later, George
Washington fought in the Colonial War as a generol.

Our First President

George Washington became our first president in 178^. He actually won all
of the electoral college votes. He Is the only president to do that. George
Washington didn't live in Washington D.C. There was also no White House
when he wos president. He was our president for eight years. .

Fun Facts About George Woshinoton

George Washington didn't have any children of his own. He
married Martha in 175^ and she had two children of her own.

George Washington didn't hove wooden teeth. He did have ^
lots of problems with his teeth. He had all of his teeth pulled I
out and he wore a set of ivory teeth. ^

George Washington was very toll. He was six feet and two Inches
tall. He didn't wear a wig, but he did put his hair in a ponytcil and
he put white powder in his hair.

fe0hani e eflwmb ers an5



Name : Date
George VVosh/ng-Von

I. When and where was George Washington born?

2. What was different about George Washington's education?

. How many years was George Washington the president?

M. Why didn't George Woshington live in the White House?

5. What is one interesting fact about George Washington?



Name:

Decimals to Fractions Hot Air Balloon

0.13 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.44la 0.96 0.89 0.53 0.74 0.66 0.77 0.79 0.47 0.26 0.24 0.02 0.03 0.11

m 0.21 0.39 0.39 0.54 0.66 0.88 0.51 0.58 0.66 0.68 0.67 0.79 0.57 0.71 0.35 0.27 0.15 0.17

0.04 0.41 .
1

0.64 0.54 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.57 0.8 0.62
1

0.59 0.72 0.87 0.94 0.74 0.58 0.65 0.48 0.09

0.32 0.58 0.53 0.64 0.99 0.91 0.52 0.54 0.91a 0.58 0.64 0.61 0.89 0.98 0.57 0.58 0.57 0.41

0.29 0.73 0.65 0.72 0.92 0.95 0.61 0.65 0.95 0.99mm 0.67 0.96 0.78 0.89 0.61 0.69 0.31

0.49 0.65 0.54 0.78 0,97 0.56 0.51 0.7 0.77 0.8 0.97 0.6 0.59 0.63 0.89 0.79 0.52 0.58 0.45

0.72 0.74 0.96 0.76 0.68 0.55 0.53 0.93 0.81 0.9 0.51 0.64 0.57 0.9 0.9 0.57 0.63 0.38

0.35 0.54 0.64 0.89 0.86 0.51 0.62 0.73 0.76 1 1 0.56 0.54 0.58 0.78 0.78 0.51 0.55 0.44

0,29 0.67 0.7 0.87 0.92 0.64 0.64 0.58 0.95 0.85 0.85 0.7 0.51 0.67 0.85 0.77 0.61 0.71 0.38

I  I I
0.92 o./y I 0.78 0.71 0.6S | 0.52 I 0.240.04 0.4 0.52 1 0./2

0.11 0.48 0.67 0.54 0.81la 0.66

0.85 0.89 0.72

0.97 ' 0.81 0.59 0.64 0.93 0.8 0.57

0.62 0.76a6 0.81 0.92 0.57 0.52

0.24 0.04 ' 0.22 0.07 0.26

0.02 0.15 : 0.22 0.22 0.32

0.23 0.21 0.01 0.14 0.33

0.07 0.14 0.17 0.07 0.18

0.17 0.19 0.08 i 0.18 0.17

0.93 0.87 0.5? 0,5.5 ■ 0.53 0 83 0.9.3 0.51. 0 33 0 1 0 14
1

0.1? ; 0??

0.31 0.45 0.45 0.41 0.44 0.37 0.38 0.33 0.13 0.07 0.24 0.14 0.03

0.3 0.16 ' 0.18 0.04 0.18 0.15 0.45■
■
■

0.3 0.08 0.07 0.22 0.23

0.33 0.11 ; 0.11 0.07 0.12 0.21 0.43 0.46 0.14m 0.01 0.05

0.31 0.32 0.35 0.49 0.37 0.49 0.36
1  :

0.41 0.14 0.11 0.19 0.04

■ ■ 0.49 0.16 0.03 0.08 0.06 0.03

0.42 : 0.35 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.13 0.01

Key:
From 1/100 to 25/100

From 26/100 to 50/100

From 51/100 to 75/lQQ

From 76/100 to 100/100

*Blank squares are brown

Blue

Black

Yellow

Green

www.color1ngsquared.com



Weathering and Erosion
jI Tell how each event changes the surface of Earth.
?  1. volcano:

2. earthquake

Write C If the statement describes chemical weathering. Write P if the statement
describes physical weathering.

1. A cave forms under the ground 'n limestone rock.

2. Plant roots grow in the crack of a rock and force the rock to crack.

3. Air pollution wears away the nose of a statue.

4. Water trickles in the crack of a rock and freezes, making the crack bigger.
5. Wind picks up parricies of sand and blasts the rock, tbrming an arch.

6. The acid in a moss begins to wear a hole in a rock.

1. What is the difference between weathering and erosion?

2. What are the three forces that cause erosion?

3. How does a glacier cause erosion?

Circle the word that best completes each sentence.

1. (Weathering. Deposition) is the settling of rocks and soil once erosion has token
place.

2. The eroded materials fall out once the water or wind (quickens, slows).
3. The soil in these areas is filled with rich (nutrients, gases) that are good for

crops.

4. Depositions caused by wind can form (mountains, dunes).

5. Depositions caused by ocean water can form new (boys, beaches).
6. In g river, deposition can create a (delta, canyon).

@ Corson-Dellosa • CD-104815



Grade NTI Assignment

4tti Grade (AAcClellen & Sliearer)

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
8:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Shearer ioy.shearer@fayette.kyschools.us 540-815-9845

McClellen stacie.mcclellen@fayette.kyschools.us 859-813-4048

DAY

€

€

€

€

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science or Social
Studies and AHPLs.

You must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of

20 minutes Readin^;!, ith. Writing, Science/Social Studies

30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day
Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed
Online users will only return this signed cover page

Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Science/Social

Studies

AHPL

Arts, Humanities.

PE, Library
Standards RL.4.1 Refer to details and

examples in a text wtien
explaining wtTat tfie text
says explicitly and wtien
drawing inferences from
ttie text.

KY.4.NBT.5 Multiply whole
numbers: up to four digit
number by a one-digit
number, two digit numlaer by
two-digit number.

C.4.3 Compose narratives,
using writing and digital
resources, to develop real
or imagined experiences
or multiple events or ideas,
using effective technique,
descriptive details and
clear sequences.

'See bingo board

<.eSS3.i Earth and

.HimiartActhHiy

Obtain and cxxrbine

bifoimation to describe that

energy and fiieis are deiiv^
from natural resources and
thefrusestffbctthe

envfronment

Paper

pencil
packet

Option A:

Read the book If the

Shoe Fits and then

answer the 11

questions about the
book.

Option A:

Area model with two

digit by two
multiplication and

three digit by two-digit
multiplication.

Option A:

Imagine what would
happen if the book If
the Shoe Fits

continued a few

more pages. Write
and/or draw the next

scene as you

imagine it.
Complete in journal.

Option A:

Do the attached

science worksheet

related to

renewable energy.

Option A:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,

cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.



Grade NTI Assignment

4tti Grade (McClelien & Shearer)

Online:

Work

done on

Google
should be

shared

dolly

Option B:

Imagine Learning

Option B:

Success Maker

Math

Option B;

Imagine what would
happen if the book If
the Shoe Fits

continued a few

more pages. In a
Google Doc draw
the next scene as

you imagine it.

Option B:

Go to Brainpop.com

to watch the videos

on solar energy, fuel,
and wind. After

watching each
video, take the quiz
on each subject
area. Create a

Google slide to show
your answers to
each question from
the quiz.

Option B:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,

cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

bock of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.

The bock of the

chart also has

interesting websites
to visit.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature



Ni^me Ooite

If thft ?;hQp. Fitfi compRehension test

I. Wii(^t did Rigo dislike moRe tlK^n his noisy house?
a hlsbRotheRS

b. the hand-me-down clothes

c. his school

2. How much did Uncle tRy to give Rigo?
a. aflvedollaRblll

b. aonedollaRbill

c. a twenty doliaR bill

3. What did Rigo put Inside his new loofeRS?

H. Why did he Stop weaRing his loaf eRS?
a. a bully took away the coins
b. they weRe too small
c. they didn't match any of his clothes

5. Why do you think Rigo bRushed his teeth extRa haRd and combed his hatR
fouR dtff eRent ways befoRe the biRthday paRty?
a. hewasangRy

b. hewasscaRed

c. hewasneRvous



6. Why did RIgo walk b^ckwciRds to KRistle's pciRty?
a. he found that hl£ shoes didnt huRt as bad that way
b. he was tRyIng to look suave
c. he didn't want anyone to see his face

1 Why did RigooffeR to help Uncle wtth the dishes?
a. he Iked being with him and listening to his stoRles
b. Rigo needed to pRactice being a walteR
c. it was his tuRnfoR dishes th^ week

8. What does Rigo bRing to his uncle as a hand-me-down? _

9. What does Rigo Receive fRom Uncle in RetuRn?

10. If Rigo had a lot of money, what do you think the ffest thing he would buy
would be?

a. newloafeRS

b. new socceR goal
c. a newjacket like Angel's

11. What lesson do you think Rigo leaRns at the end of the book?
a. no matteR what, weaR fancy shoes with coins in them
b. no matteR what people say, weaR what's in style
c. the gReatest gifts aRe not those we Receive but those we shaRe with

otheRS





X  24

X 23

X  55

X  61

X 29



pturing the sun's energy and converting

it into electricity

The largest photovoltaic solar power facility in the

world Is in Arizona and is made of more than

5,000,000 solar panels. i

Covering only 4% of the world's

deserts with solar panels could

supply the entire world with

enough electricity.

-n-
iitmmtiiiitt

organic material, such as wood, crops,
and waste, that is burned or turned ( )l
into gas or fuel

^ In the US, there are 86 plants that convert
garbage to electricity or steam. In 2013, they

generated enough electricity to power 1.3 million

US homes in a year.

^Almost all gasoline sold in the US contains
some ethanol. a fuel made from the sugars

found in grains.

the power of movino^ :
water turning turbines

^^ihecied xo generators
produce elecWdty

0 On September 30,1882, the
first US hydroelectric power plant

opened in Appieton, vvisconsin.

^Hydropower is responsible for
almost half of the renewable J

.  energy generated in the US. X

In 2014. onl\/

of the clGctncit

generated and

of the electricity
used in the US

was from renewable
energy sources. y

r
moving air that turns

to produce

electricity

From 2000 to 2014,

electricity' generated from

wind in the US increased fron'

5 billion kilowatt hours (kWh)

to 182 billion kWh.

Wind turbines can be

K as tali as 20-story buildings
\ and the blades can be

\  longer than 100 feel
\ (30.5 m).

/  I I • ' >
capturing the earth's heat from hot water reservoirs or steam

^In 2014, California produced over 75% of the total amount
of geotherma! energy in the US.

^Geothermal energy is most commonly used for food dehydration, gold mining,
and pasteurizing milk.



Name

Renewable Energy
Study the infographic. Answer the questions.

I. What ore the five forms of renewable energy?

2. Which renewable energy uses the power of moving water?

3. Geothermal energy uses the earth's heat from hot water reservoirs or steam,

True False

4. Describe how blomass energy works,

5= In 20m, less then \6% of oil energy used and generated In the US was from
renewable energy sources, ^

True False

6. Where Is the world's largest solar power facility?

It into electricity.
energy captures the sun's energy and converts

8. Which state produced over 75% of the total amount of geothermal energy
In the United States In 2014?

A. Utoh B. Florida C. Texas D. California

9. Describe how wind energy works.

10. How does this infographic help you better understand renewable
energy sources?

© Carson-Dellosa • CD-104896



Grade NTI Assignment

4tti Grade (McClellen & Shearer)

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Shearer joy.shearer@fayette.kyschools.us 540-815-9845

McClellen stacie.mcclellen@fayette.kyschools.us 859-813-4048

DAY 8

€

€

€

€

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science or Social
Studies and AHPLs.

You must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of

20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
30 minutes AHPLs

Circle -V- option you select each day
Pareni signature required at the bottom once all the v^ork has been completed

Online users will only return this signed cover page

Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Science/Social

Studies

AHPL

Arts, Humanities.

PE, library

Standards RL.4.1 Refer to details and

examples in a text wtien
explaining wtiat ttie text
says explicitly and wtien
drawing inferences from
ttie text.

KY.4.NF.3 (A) Understand
addition and subtraction ot

fractions as joining and
separating parts referring to
ttie same whole.

C.4.3 Produce clear and

coherent writing in which
the development and
organization are
appropriate to task,
purpose and audience.

'See bingo board

4-LS1-1 From Molecules to

Organisms: Structures and

Processes

Construct on argument
that plants and animals
have internal and external

structures that function to

support survival, growth,
behavior, and
reproduction.

Paper

pencil
packet

Option A:

Read the text

"Making Friends" and
then answer the

questions related to
the text.

Option A:

Do the Color by
number bee hive

Option A:

After reading the text
"Making Friends", use
RACE to answer the

questions based on
the text.

Option A:

Read the text "Built

to Survive." Then,

write a paragraph in
your journal about
something you
learned and why the
text is interesting.
Then, draw to

illustrate your

thinking.

Option A:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,
cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

bock of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.



Grade NTI Assignment

4tti Grade (McClellen & Shearer)

Online:

Work

done on

Google
should be

shared

daily

Option B:

Imagine Learning

Option B:

Success Maker

Math

Option B:

In a Google
Document, type 2-3
paragraphs about
how you could be a
friend to a new

student and how you

would include them

in the classroom

procedures.

Option B:

Go to the Website

Notional

Geographic and
read the text

"Madagascar Hissing
Cockroach."

Afterwards, create a

google doc and
type a paragraph
about something
you learned and
why the text is
interesting. Then,
draw to illustrate

your thinking.

Option B:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,
cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

bock of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.

The bock of the

chart also has

interesting websites
to visit.

Please sign on the line belov/ when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature



gacE IMBMBBIf ■■'■■■■■■■■■■ ■■■■■■■■

Molly walked home alone from the
corner store. Her best friend Sharon was
away at camp. Molly's mother was always
pushing her to meet new people and make
new friends. She didn't understand that it
was for someone like

Molly was for her
super She was the

an she 6th
grade. She didn't like makeup and malls.
She didn't like sports. She didn't like much of
onything that other people organized. Molly
Kl ^i IC • I nt • » VVllM ki I I t\Ji . ._ ^ . .-. r i>^ .g_ ^ ^ ^ ^

school. Why try to force hereelf to fit a mold that clearly wasn't meant for her?
Molly walked home, ambling slowly, idly kicking at pebbles and grass. Suddenly, a

piece of notebook paper blew into her path, It wasn't cnjmpled up li^e t'^osh. '^''olly bent
and retrieved it. It was a beautiful sketch of coppery horses running through an ocean so

•'Id that she ^'^uld '^Imcs^ tct^ +^^0 **2'^ a'*" Somec^^ ^cd ki^ .^pr% i|/-j
.."ow something so amazing away. The picture almost seemed to come alive c'^d lea^'e the

page.
"Hey, wait, that's .mine S'^r''^/ abcu* '^hct" g'ri a'''a' 't he'' age c^me "^^'e"" She

was short and a bit plump, with curly fair hair falling over her forehead and eyes. The girl
held out her hand for the drawing, but kept her head down tike she was afraid to raise her
face. She hid her eyes under her hair, like a shy sheepdog. Molly hod the irripression that this
girl was scared to look at her.

"Here," Molly handed it to the girl. "That's a really cool piece of artwork, beyond
beautiful. I wish I could draw even half that well," Molly mumbled, suddenly uncomfortable.
Why had she talked so much? All she had to do was hand back the piece of paper. She
beoan '"urn o^ay.

"Wow, thanks. It's the only thing I'm any good at," the girl gave a nervous laugh and
Molly turned.

"That's me and writing. I write poems. Well, maybe I'm not good at them, but I like
them. My parents say they're good, but..." Molly trailed off, again surprised at herself.

"Sometimes you wonder if they soy that just because you're their kid? It's like the
parents' code of duty to soy your poetry is good, or your drawings aren't lame."

Molly smiled and looked up In rime to catch the girl doing the same thing. "Exactly.
I'm Molly."

"I'm Lynn. I just moved into town."
"Nice. Just so you know, from o non-parent, your drawings are not lame. They are pure

awesome. At least this one is. I would have to see others before I could say they were all
that great."

"My portfolio is on the front porch. If you want to see," Lynn pointed across the street.
Molly realized they were practically neighbors. They were only a couple houses apart.

"I'd like that." Molly grinned. Maybe this summer wouldn't be so bad after all.
oP.Oftvlen (Rockh Resources^



Answer the following questions using evidence from the text.

1. Why do you think Molly only has o few friends? Cite evidence from the text to support your
inference.

2. What body language do Lynn and Molly display that reveals their emotions? Why do they
feel Ttiot woy? Cite evidence from the text to support your answer.

3. How do you think Molly's summer will change after meeting Lynn?

How do you think Molly's parents will react when she tells them she has mode a new friend?

5. Molly describes herself as not fitting in with the kids at school, yet she is kind and welcoming
to Lynn. What connections can you make between those two points from the text?

©P.C»vta1 F?esourcss)*



Name

********

6. What do you predict will happen to Molly and her budding friendship with Lynn when
Sharon comes back?

7. In this passage, what is the only thing that Molly says she is good at?

S, in this passoge, whu. L ./nn's laler^l?

9. Lynn and Molly have just met, but already they show they have some things in common.
Use the text and your inferences to find at least three things they have in common.

10. Writing prompt: Molly struggles to fit into a group. Even if you are a very popular person,
there are times when you find it hard to feel comfortable or fit in at first. If you could start any
club at your school, what kind of club would it be? How would you make your club an
inclusive one, one where anyone would join and feel welcome? Use extra paper if needed.

(Rockh Resources)



W''

Name; Date;

Adding Like Fractions Beehive

1/6+1/6 2/8+1/8 1/8+1/8 2/8+1/8 2/3+1/3 1/6+5/6 4/6+2/6 1/7+1/7 1/6+1/6 1/7+1/7

2/8+1/8 1/6+5/6 2/4+2/4 3/4+1/4 2/3+1/3 2/5+3/5 1/6+1/6 1/5+1/5 1/6+1/6 2/8+1/8

1/2+1/2 2/6+4/6 1/3+2/3 3/5+2/5 3/4+1/4 1/8+2/8 1/8+1/8 1/5+1/5

1/5+4/5 1/8+2/8 1/5+2/5 1/6+3/6 2/4+1/4 1/8+1/8 1/8+2/8 1/4+2/4 3/8+1/8 1/5+1/5

2/8+1/8 3/8+1/8 3/8+1/8 2/8+2/8 1/8+3/8 1/4+1/4 1/7+1/7 2/8+1/8 1/7+1/7 1/6+1/6

1/4+1/4 1/6+3/b 2/4+1/4 2/6+2/6 1/5+2/5 3/6+1/6 2/6+1/6 1/6+1/6 1/7+1/7 1/6+1/6

2/5+2/5 1/3+1/3 1/8+3/3 3/S+l/S i/6+2/6 2/6+2/6 i/6+3/6 1/5+1/5

2/5+2/5 1/4+1/4 1/5+2/5 1/3+1/3 2/5+2/5 3/8+1/8 3/6+1/6 1/8+2/8 1/6+2/6 1/6+3/6

2/8+2/8 2/6+2/6 1/3+1/3 1/4+1/4 2/5+1/5 1/6+3/6 2/8+2/8 1/8+1/8 1/8+2/8 1/7+1/7

3/6+1/6 1/5+2/5 1/4+1/4 3/8+1/8 1/4+1/4 1/6+3/6 2/6+2/6 1/5+1/5 1/8+1/8 1/5+1/5

Key:

Less than Half Blue

One-half Black

More than Half Yellow

One-Whole Brown Blank squares are white

I

3

www.coloringsquared.com Page 19
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Built tB Survive *
Cockroaches have a reputation for being the toughest living things around. They have survived for around 300 million
years because they've been able to adapt and change no matter what. Read on for some of their amazing adaptations.

SMTWTFS SMTWTPS

Some roaches can survive for over a -

month without food and over a week

without water. A cockroach can even

survive for a week without its head.

Scientists believe it dies only because it

can't drink water.

A cockroach will eat anything to
survive. They can even eat soap,

glue, and leather.

Cockroaches breathe through holes in
their three body segments—

another reason they can survive so long
without their heads.

1^ i

40 min. 30 min.

A cockroach can hold its breath for up
to 40 minutes. It can even stay under
water for as long as 30 minutes.

200 mph

Roaches can run extremely fast for
their size. Humans would have to run
200 miles per hour to be as fast at
their size!

Some species can regrow limbs as
they molt.



»  Name

Built to Survive
Study the infographic. Answer the questions.

I. The text states that cockroaches have a reputation

for being the toughest iiving things around, Explain

what this means.

5. Humans can run as fast as cockroaches, considering

their size.

True Folse

6. Some species can regrow limbs they have lost.

True False

2. Some cockroaches can survive for more than 7. Cockroaches will eat anything to survive, even

without food and more than . and

without water, 8. How do cockroaches breathe?

3. Based on context clues, what is an adaptarion''>

Which can stay under water the longest, a

cockroach or a human? Explain your answer.

9. Tell about one feet that you found absolutely

unbelievable.

i Corson-Dellosa • CD-10M896
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Grade NTI Assignment

4tti Grade (McClellen & Stiearer)

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
8:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Shearer joy.shearer@fayette.kyschools.us 540-815-9845

McClellen stacle.mcclellen@fayette.kyschools.us 859-813-4048

DAY

€

€

€

€

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science or Social
Studies and AHPLs.

You must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of

20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day

Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed
Online users will only return this signed cover page

Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Science/Social

Studies

AHPL

Arts, Humanities,

PE, Library
Standards Rl.4.6 Compare and

contrast a firsttiand and

secondtiand account of

ttie some event or topic.

KY.4.0A.3 Solve multistep
problems.

C.4.3 Produce clear and

cotierent writing In wtilch
the development and
organization ore
appropriate to task,
purpose and audience.

4-151-2 From Motecutes to

Organisms: Structures and
Process^

Use a model to describe
tiKit qninidismceW
diffe^t l^es qf
hfdr^fidn thrbiigli th^
»ri(se^.proc6ss the
ntdrrnOtipn in ttielr brdn,
and respond to ttie
iitormafion In different
ways.

•See bingo board

Paper
pencil
packet

Option A:

Read the text

"Lindbergh Flies the
Atlantic" and

"Lindbergh Does It!"
Then, respond to the

attached questions.

Option A:

Complete the math
paper a Quick quiz

Option A:

After reading
"Lindbergh Flies the
Atlantic" and

"Lindbergh Does It!"
write in your journal
to respond to the

prompt: compare
and contrast how

the focus of the two

accounts in

Option A:

Read the text

"Migrating
Monarchs" Then,

answer the attached

questions.

Option A:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,
cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back of the Special
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4th Grade (McClellen & Shearer)

"Lindbergh Flies the
Atlantic" end

"Lindbergh Does It,"
effects the

information

provided.

Area Chart for

further instructions.

Online:

Work

done on

Google
should be

shared

daily

Option B:

Imagine Learning

Option B:

Success Maker

Math

Option B:

In a Google
Document, type 2-3
paragraphs about
two different

perspectives. One
perspective should
be written from a first

person point of view
as if you were a pilot
of a plane
(remember I, me,
we, my, and our).
The second

perspective should
be from a third

person point of view
(he, she, they, and
them). Write as if
someone was about

to go on a long
plane trip around the
world.

Option B:

Go to the Websites

httDs://www.national

Qeoaraphic.com/ani

mals/invertebrates/m

/monarch-butterfly/

Afterwards, create a

google doc and
type a paragraph
about something
you leamed and
why the text is
interesting. Then,
draw to illustrate

your thinking.

Option B:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,
cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.

The back of the

chart also has

interesting websites
to visit.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature
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4'h Wonders Unit 5

Name:

Directions: Use the passages below

to answer the following multiple

choice and short answer question.

Lindbergh Files the Atlantic
from We by Charles A. Lindbergh

Takeoff

About 7:40 A.M. the motor was

started and at 7:52, 1 took off on the

flight for Paris.
The field was soft due to the

rain during the night and the heavily

loaded plane sped up very slowly.

After passing the halfway mark,

however, it was apparent that I

would be able to clear the obstacles

at the end. I passed over a tractor

by about fifteen feet and a

telephone line by about hwenfy.

I tiirned to the right to miss

some high trees on a hill, but by the

time I had gone a few hundred
yards I hod enough altitude to clear

all obstacles. I took up a compass

course at once and soon reached

Long Island Sound...

Fog and Clouds

Darkness set in about 8:15 New

York time and a low fog formed over

the sea through which the white

icebergs showed up with surprising

clearness...

There was no moon and it was

very dark. The tops of some of the

storm clouds were above me. At

one time, when I tried to fly through

one of the larger clouds, sleet

started to collect on the plane. I was

forced to turn around and get back

Date:.

into clear air immediately then fly

around any clouds which I could not
get over.

Is That Ireland?

The first sign of my approach

to the European Coast was a small

fishing boat.

Less than an hour later a

coastline with mountains appeared.

I was flying less than two hundred

feet from the water when I saw it.

The shore was not over ten or fifteen

miles away...

The coastline came down

from the norlh, curved over lowards

the east. I had very littie doubt that it

was Ireland...

I reset my compass course

towards Paris.

Landing

The sun went down after

passing Cherbourg and soon the

lights along the Paris-London airway

became visible.

I first saw the lights of Paris a

little before ten P.M., orfive P.M.,

New York time. A few minutes later I

was circling the Eiffel Tower at an

altitude of about four thousand feet

in the air.

The lights of Le Bourget were

plainly visible.... I flew over the field

once, then circled around into the

wind and landed.

Lindbergh Does It!
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by Edwin L James, excerpt from The

New York Times, Mo/22, 1927

A New York Times man was
one of the first to reach the machine
after its graceful landing to the field.
Those first to arrive at the plane had
a picture that will live in their minds
for the rest of their lives. His cop off,
his hair falling around his eyes,
"Lucky Lindy" sot looking out over
the little cockpit of his machine.

Picture the scene. .Almost
100,000 people were gathered on
the east side of Ihe air field. Some of
them had been there six and seven
hours....

Suddenty it was 10:16 exactly.
Armother motor roared over the
heads of the crowd. I.n the sky one
saw a white gray plane, and heard
the sound of one. Then the sound
faded, and the idea spread that it
was yet another disappointment.

Again landing lights glared
landed on the for side of the field
nearly half a mile from the crowd. It
seemed to stop almost as it hit the
ground because it landed so gently.

Two groups of soldiers and the
Le Bourget field police, supported by
Paris police, held the crowd in good
order. But as the lights showed the
plane landing, there was a mad
rush.

The movement of people
swept over soldiers and policemen.
There was the wild sight of thousands
of men and women running across
half a mile. Soldiers and police tried

Dote:

for one small moment to stop them,
but then they joined it, rushing as
madly as anyone else toward the
plane.

The first people to reach the
plane were Iwo workmen of the air
field and half a dozen Frenchmen.
"Cette fois, ca va!" they cried (This
time, it's donelj

Captain Lindbergh answered:
"Well, I made it."

Instantly, he was on the
shoulders of half a dozen people
v/hc tried to carry him from the field.
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Date:

1. Which detail from "Lindbergh Flies the Atlantic" best
expresses the main idea of the section titied Takeoff?

During the takeoff, I had to pass over a tractor, a
telephone line, and some high trees.

The plane was heavy and the ground was soft,
but the take off for Paris was successful.

(c)Taking off was difficult because of the many
obstacles and the weight of the plane.

After taking off at 7:52, 1 set a compass course
and reached Long Island Sound.

Ri.4.2

2. What is the main idea of the section titled Fog and
Clouds? ^

The sun set and it is now night in New York.

There was no moon and it was very dark.

<E>

®

^ The bad weather in the clouds forced Lindbergh to
change his course and go around the storm clouds.

® .^ Lindbergh had no choice but to fly through
dangerous storm clouds.

RI.4.2

3. Read ihis sentence from "Lindbergh Flies the
Ailontic."

I first saw the lights of Paris a iittle before ten P.M., or
five P.M , Mew York time. A few minutes later I wcis
circling the Eiffel Tower at anoltiti.ide of about four
thousand feet in the air.

Which of these woids means about me same thina as
"altitude"?

4. Which detail would be least important in a summary of
"Lindbergh Hies the Ailanhic?"

^ .Lindbergh took off forPoiis al 7;52 in the morning.

Lindbergh turned the plane to miss trees on a high
KIM

height

size

®

0

® width

® speed

Rl.4.4

Lindbergh spotted Ireland and then turned toward
Paris.

0̂ Lindbergh landed in Le Bourget shortly after 10:00 at
night.

RI.4.2
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what happened when Lindbergh landed in
France

Rl.4.2

7. Which of the two passages is a firsthand account of
Lindbergh's flight?

^ "Lindbergh Flies the Atlantic" because th.e writer
uses "1" when describing events he experienced.

^ "Lindbergh Ries the Attan.tic" because the writer
describes problems and how they are solved.

Lindbergh Doesltl" because the writer uses
exact times to tell when things happened.

(p)
"Lindbergh Does it!" because the writer tells about

Lindberg's flight but wasn't there.

Ri.4.6

Dote:

5. Which best describes what the details in "Lindbergh
Does It!" are mostly about?

(a)how long people had been waiting to see
Lindberg

why Lindbergh flew his airplane across the
Atlantic

6. Read this summary of "Lindbergh Does It!"

Thousands of people had been waiting for hours to
see Lindbergh land at Le Bourget airfield. Rnaily, at
10:16, the lights came on the field and the plane
landed. The landing was so gentle that it surprised all
the people watching. The crowd was so excited that
thousands rushed onto the field and to the airplane.

Which sentence is not necessary in the summary?
what Lindbergh looked like just after he landed 0

Thousdands of people had been waiting for hours
to see Lindbergh land at Le Bourget airfield

Finally, at 10:16, the lights came on the field and
the plane landed.

the landing was so gentle that it surprised all the
people watching.

TUThe crowd was so excited that thousands rushed
onto the field and to the airplane.

Rl.4.2

S. Which text structure is used in "Lindbergh Flics the
Atlantic?"

Cause and Effect

d)̂ Descriptive

® Compare and contrast

® Sequence

Rl.4.5

9. Extended Responsf*-

Compare and contrast trow ttie focus of ttie two accounts in "Lindbergti Flies the Atlantic"
and "Lindbergh Does It." affects the information provided.

(Rl.4.6)



Quick Quiz

4.0A.3

Name

1. Mrs. Jones is making brownies for
her students. She is able to bake 12

brownies at a time. How many
batches will she need to make for 39

students?

a. 3

b. 4

c. 27

d. 51

4. Mrs. Priddy gave the cashier at the
circus $40 for her students' tickets.

Tickets cost $2 each. The cashier
gave her $2 in change. How many
students are in the class?

a. 20

b. 19

c. 18

d. 17

2. Marie babysat for 8 hours on Monday,
6 hours on Tuesday, 9 hours on
Wednesday, and 5 hours on both
Thursday and Friday. She is paid $8
for each hour she works. How much

money did Marie earn?
a. $264

b. $224
c. $184

3. Ashley and 16 of her friends are
having a picnic. Ashley wants to have
enough ice pops for everyone to eat 2.
The ice pops come in packages of 10.
She already has one package. How
many more packages does Ashely need
to buy?

a. 2

b. 3

c. 22

d. 24

5. There are 17 people at the retirement
party. They ordered a total of 6
trays of cupcakes. Each tray has 8
cupcakes on it. Each person ate 2
cupcakes. How many cupcakes were
left?

a. 14

b. 24

c. 31

6. Each student in the fourth grade
needs a new spelling notebook.
• Mrs. Queen has 25 students

• Ms. Holcomb has 24 students

If notebooks are sold in packages of
6, how many packages will need to be
ordered so each student gets one
notebook?

a. 8 packages
b. 9 packages

c. 49 packages
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Skill:

'  .Analyze and •
interpret , :

'  information- , , '
presented in • •

,  , a map., . :

3'' '■

¥isual literacy *

Migrating Monarchs ™
Monarch butterflies migrate to find food. In the fall, swarms of
monarchs migrate from places in the U.S. They come together
In Texas and continue on to Mexico. The key shows symbols for
dates. The map shows where the butterflies are on those dates.

Read the map and key. Then answer the questions.

who'

Mexico

1. In which direction are the monarchs traveling?
How do you know?

' TVtdrfarcfi'Mgrafiori
Routes

▲ Sept. 27-Oct. 3

9 Oct.4-Oct. 10

a Oct. 11-Oct. 17

2. What country ore the butterflies likely to reach
by October 31? _

3. If the butterflies fly 100 miles a day and have to
travel 3,000 miles, how long will the trip take them?

Life Science: Cycles Skill Sharpeners—Science • EMC 5323 • ® Evan-Moor Corp.



Grade NTI Assignment

4tti Grade (McClellen & Stiearer)

Questions or concerns please contact your tiomeroom teacher between the following hours:
8:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Shearer joy.shearer@fayette.kyschools.us 540-815-9845

McClellen stacie.mcclellen@fayette.kyschools.us 859-813-4048

DAY 10

€

€

€

€

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science or Social
Studies and AHPLs.

You must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of

20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies

30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day

Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been completed
Online users will only return this signed cover page
Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Science/Social

Studies

AHPL

Arts,

Humanities, PE,

Library
Standards RI4.4 Determine the

meaning of general
academic and domain

specitic words or phrases in
a grade-level text, and
describe and explain how
those words and phrases
shape meaning.

KY.4.NF.2 Compare two
fractions with different

numerators and different

denominators using the
symbols <, =, or >.

C.4.3 Produce clear and

coherent writing in which
the development and
organization ore
appropriate to task,
purpose and audience.

4-LSl-l From Molecules to

•See bingo board

Oraanisms: Structures and

Processes

Construct on argument
that plants and animals
have internal and external

structures that tunction to
support survival, growth,
behavior, and

reproduction.

Paper

pencil
packet

Option A:

Read, "Basic

Archeology What's a
Dig?" and "Basic
Archeology: What's a
Midden?" Answer

attached questions.

Option A:

Comparing like
fractions smiley face
color by number

Option A:

After reading "Basic
Archeology What's a
Dig?" and "Basic
Archeology: What's
a Midden?" Answer

the prompt: Both

articles share

Option A:

Read the text

"Observations and

Inference" Then,

look at the pictures
and include an

observation and

inference.

Option A:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart
to complete.
When completed,

cross out that

block and have
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4tti Grade (McClellen & Stiearer)

important ideas
about orcheoiogists.
Using information
from both articles,

give reasons why on
orcheoiogist's job is
to learn what things
were like in the past.
Use RACE to

complete this activity
in your journal. Make
sure you write at
least two

paragraphs.

your parent sign it.
For P.E., refer to the

back of the

Special Area Chart
for further

instructions.

Online:

Work

done on

Go: ale

Option B:

Imagine Learning

Option B:

Success Maker

Math

Option B:

In a Google
Document, type 2-3
paragraphs about

:  it would be like

to . je on

archeologist.
Describe if you would
like this job or not
and why or why not.

Option B:

After looking at 4
different animal

pictures online,
create a Google
Document and type

a sentence with an

observation and an

inference for each

picture.

Option B:

Each day, choose
1 activity on the
Special Area Chart

to complete.
When completed,

cross out that

block and have

your parent sign it.
For P.E., refer to the

back of the

Special Area Chart
for further

instructions.

The bock of the

chart also has

interesting websites
to visit.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for

today.

Parent Guardian Signature



4^^ Wonders Unit 5

Nanne; Date:

Artide 1: Basic ArchaMlogy: What's a IKg?

One of the ntaifi thir^ arthaeolr^sts dp intiidr Rne of work is tfte dig. This is a project
designed to find out more about a specific area and What it was Rkemaiiy, many years
ago. Archaeoio^sts might be looking for aninalskeletons or plant remains. They mi^

Whatever theyVe Ipokfi^ for, it usually iiwoiyesdlg^rv. Why? Wi^, first of an, the wind

onthe growtd Intiny layers. After years of these tiny layers bidlcfiog up, what was once
rmthesurf^is twrfed has mtiy sunk; It's more

3  So,<

togeth& dues to wtet happei^ in an area's past And the more they find, the more
theyuvKieistami

4  Forfsdance,byi8scsverb%seed3,3rchsed^:3€3na!ss;&cs-«-€'Whstidndsofcr^
the peopla uhO lived tha:e g^ or, if people didnft live there at alt what Mhd of wild
piahts or fruits or vegetdbies|^ therev

5  Afao,a d^ in^ turn oofraginwits of dudili^or shoes, giving.archaeologtets dues to
whatkbsdcf dstldngtha people who IWeddiaTswiTe.

6
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Name: Date:

Artide 2: B^ic Archaeology: What's a Midden?

It might sound a little silly, but archaeolt^sts can find out a lot atKJUt people by looking

through their trash.

People throw away thir^ because those things arent important or because the people

have too much of those things already. By sifting through the garbage pile of a
dvillzabon, archaeologists can find out what was important to those people (or what

they had too much (rf).

Why is this important? Sometimes, garbage is all that's left of a people. Especially if that

people has been conquered by others, tte buildir^, tools, and food were probably

consumed or destroyed loi% ago. A people's trash, especially if It was also trash to the

Invade^ might be left atone, enabling archaeolc^sts to discover nwre about a people

who left fiew dues to what they liked and (fidnt like.

Did they wear certain dothes? What kinds of food did tiiey eat? What kind of tools did

they use or throw away? Answers to all these westions can be found by dfting throiq^

a midden.

it could also be possible to tind out moa e about a conquered people by seat ching the
midden of their conquerors. Some invaders, not really knowing what's valuable to the

peq;^ they're conquering, might very well throw away things that are extremely
valuable it is left to archaeologtets to find these thii^ and piece together the life

sterias of people long since co.nquersd.

One person's trash could be antAher person's treasure.

10.Rl 4.4 11. Rl 4.8

In paragraph 2 of Article 1, "What's a Dig?" which What does the intormation in paragraph 3 in
word helps the reader understand what the word Article 1 help the reader understand about
"debris" means? archaeologists?

A. wind A. What types ot tools they must use
B. trash

C. ground B. How long it takes to complete a dig

D. layers
C. How many clues ore found at each dig

D. What they learn about people from the post



4'h Wonders Unit 5

Name: Date:

12. Rl 4.8

In Article 1, the author states. "The basic idea

behind the dig is to discover the post."

What evidence from the article supports the idea
that digs can tell us specific information about

people who lived in the past.

A. Archeologist likes to use pick axes, drilles,
and brushes while digging.

B. Whatever they are looking for, it usually

involves digging.
C. The wind blows lots.

D. A dig can turn up fragments of clothes to

give clues about what their lives were life.

13. Rl 4.3

According to Article 1, what do archaeologists

study in addition to people who lived long ago?

A. The reasons an area became full of debris

long ago

B. The general conditions in an area long ago

C. The governments of the people long ago

D. The ways people worked together long ago

14. Rl 4.2

Which sentence best states the main idea of

Article 2, "What's a Midden?"

,^. Conquering other people dest.'-oys details
about the past.

B. Learning aboutthe past is more important than

ever.

C. Being an archaeologist is a very difficult job.

D. Looking at old trash gives archaeologists useful

knowledge.

15. Rl 4.8

Read the following sentence from Article 2.

A people's trash, especially if it v/as also trash to

the invaders, might be left alone, enabling

archaeologists to discover more about a people

who left few clues to whiot they liked ond didn't

like.

Which point is the author supporting by including
this sentence in the article?

A. how difficult it is to learn about people based

on the objects they hove left behind

B. that objects that were considered worthless in

the past are also worthless in the present

C. that throughout history people hove fought

over valuable objects

D. why some objects people used in the past

may have survived to the present

16. Short Answer



Wonders Unit 5

Name: Dote:

Both articles shore important ideas about archaeologists. Using
information from both articles give reasons why an archeologist job is
important.

Rl 4.9



Comparing Like Fractions Smiley Face

4/5 _ 2/4 4/5 __ 3/4 4/8 _ 1/3 1/2 _ 3/6 2/8 _ 1/4 1/2 _ 2/4 2/3 _ 4/6 4/5 _ 3/4 3/4 _ 3/6 2/3 _ 2/6

7/8 _ 1/4 3/5 _ 3/8 1/3 _ 2/6 2/6 _ 6/8 3/6 _ 3/5 2/4 _ 7/8 3/6 _ 3/5 1/4 _ 2/8 3/5 __ 3/8 4/6 _ 3/8

7/8 _ 3/6 1/2 _ 3/6 1/3 _ 3/8 3/8 _ 2/3 1/5 _ 2/4 1/3 _ 3/4 l/6_4/S 5/6 _ 7/8 1/2 _ 4/8 4/6 _ 3/8

1/3 _ 2/6 4/8 _ 3/5 3/4 _ 4/5 3/4 „ 6/8 1/3 _ 3/4 1/4 _ 5/8 2/8 __ 1/4 4/8 _ 3/5 1/3 _ 3/4 1/3 _ 2/6

1/3 _ 2/6 1/5 _ 6/8 2/6 _ 3/5 1/5 _ 6/8 3/6 _ 7/8 3/6 _ 3/5 1/3 _ 3/4 3/4 _ 4/5 3/8 __ 2/3 1/2 __ 4/8

3/5 _ 4/8 1/3 _ 3/8 1/2 _ 3/6 1/8 _ 3/4 4/5 _ 7/8 4/8 _ 3/5 2/4 _ 7/8 1/3 _ 2/6 1/8 _ 3/4 1/2 _ 3/6

i/3 _ 2/6 j S/b _ 7/8 j 4/8 _ 3/5 j 2/3 _ 4/6 1/4 __ 2/8 j 3/4 _ b/8 j 2/3 _ 4/6 3/6 _ 7/8 1/5 _ 6/8 j 1/2 _ 2/4
I  I I L I

4/8 _ 1/3 1/2 _ 4/8 3/4 _ 4/5 4/8 _ 3/5 1/2 _ 2/4 4/6 _ 2/3 4/8 _ 3/5 3/6 _ 7/8 2/8 _ 1/4 3/4 _ 1/3

4/6 _ 3/8 3/4 _ 3/5 1/2 _ 4/8 1/6 _ 4/5 1/3 _ 3/8 2/6 _ 3/5 3/6 _ 3/5 1/3 _ 2/6 4/5 _ 3/4 3/4 _ 3/5

4/6_3/8 3/4_4/6 3/4_3/6 l/4_2/8 l/2_3/6 l/2_3/6 2/8_l/4 4/8_l/3 3/6_l/6 3/4... 4/6
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Week #6 Assessment

Observation and Inference
List one observation and one Inference about each picture.

1. Observation:

Inference:

Observation:

Inference:

Observation

Inference:

Observation

Inference:
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